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Travel is on the rebound in 2023! Eighty percent of Americans report high degrees of

excitement about travel this year, with 79% already having trips planned in the next

several months, as reported in a recent study. Recently, Cruise and Travel Expert, and

Editor-in-Chief of Cruise Critic, Colleen McDaniel, partnered with Norwegian Cruise Line

on a nationwide satellite media tour to discuss top travel trends and destinations for

2023.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at:

https://youtu.be/z3UQEcR_x50 

Ahead of National Plan for Vacation Day (Jan. 31, 2023), Travel and Cruise Expert and

Editor-in-Chief of Cruise Critic, Colleen McDaniel, Discusses How Norwegian Cruise

Line is Helping Consumers Sail Away on That Dream Vacation
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With Companies like Norwegian Cruise Line reporting record demand going into 2023, it

demonstrates travelers are ready to get away…and sail away. In fact, a recent AAA survey

finds 52% of U.S. adults are just as likely or more likely to consider taking a cruise

vacation than they were before 2020. That number is up from 45% one year ago.

For those looking to maximize their vacation, cruising is a great option. It provides

travelers with the opportunity to visit multiple destinations with only having to unpack

once.

You can discover Europe’s most charming port cities and wake up in a new country each

day; and for those looking to reconnect with nature, a voyage through Alaska’s Inside

Passage takes travelers up close to the natural beauty and wildlife of the destination.

With cruising, it’s just as much about the journey as it is about the destination.

From discovering new places, to enjoying new experiences, cruising provides the variety

and immersive experiences travelers are looking for. In fact, Norwegian Cruise Line sails

to nearly 400 destinations worldwide and is preparing to debut its next groundbreaking

ship – Norwegian Viva – during the summer of 2023.

As of January 24th, NCL is offering 50% off all cruises, plus free airfare for the second

guest, free open bar, free specialty dining, free excursions, free WiFi, and more!

Go to ncl.com to learn more about available itineraries and to start planning your long-

awaited vacation at sea.

About Colleen McDaniel

Colleen McDaniel is Editor-in-Chief of Cruise Critic, the world’s largest online cruise

resource. She considers cruising to be a true passion, having traveled the world by water

– from Alaska, the Caribbean and Hawaii, to Europe’s rivers, Antarctica and Africa – on

ships of all ships and sizes. She’s regularly quoted as a cruise expert in media outlets

across the country, including outlets like The Associated Press, Good Morning America,

CNN, FOX Business, CNBC, The New York Times, Travel + Leisure and Skift. Cruise Critic is

the world’s largest cruise reviews and information site, offering a comprehensive resource

for cruise travelers -- from first-time cruisers to avid cruise enthusiasts. The site features

more than 50M+ opinions, reviews & photos and hosts the world's largest online cruise

community. Cruise Critic is a subsidiary of TripAdvisor, Inc.
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